CABA ANNOUNCES CONNECT 2005 CONFERENCE SESSIONS AND
WORKSHOPS
April 18, 2005
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CABA is pleased to announce that it will be working in conjunction with
Realcomm to deliver integrated and intelligent building education to the
commercial real estate industry.
CONNECT 2005 is being held in conjunction with Realcomm's Intelligent
Building sessions and Intelligent Building Exposition. The show will also
run alongside the North American Commercial Real Estate Congress and
the Office Building Show presented by the Building Owners and Managers
Association (BOMA). The combination of all the above events will
collectively create North America's first "Commercial Real Estate Week."
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CABA's event will be held on June 27 and 28 at the Anaheim Convention
Center in Anaheim, CA. Access to both the Realcomm and BOMA
exhibition floors will be included for CONNECT attendees. CABA
members are encouraged to use discount code RC05CABA1 to receive
$100 off when registering for Realcomm sessions and the expo floor.
The CONNECT 2005 event itself will feature an industry workshop
focused on CABA's Intelligent Building Ranking System, a tool intended to
assist building owners, property managers and other industry
professionals to assess the level of integrated systems within large
buildings and its impact on the building's value.
A technology investment session is also scheduled at the CONNECT
2005 Conference. In conjunction with IBF Conferences, CABA will run a
"VC Pitch-Fest" which will feature emerging intelligent building
technologies and products going in front of venture capitalists for their
feedback and discussion.
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"We are extremely pleased to partner with Realcomm again and offer the
highest-quality information and programming to attendees of Commercial
Real Estate Week," stated Ronald J. Zimmer, CABA President & CEO.
"The beneficial information and industry intelligence that CABA members
will gain from CONNECT 2005 and the other associated events will
exceed any expense involved in attending."
"Likewise, we are exciting to be working with CABA again and are happy
that the organization is holding CONNECT 2005 in conjunction with
Realcomm, and is actively participating within our intelligent building
tracks and expo," said Jim Young, CEO and Producer, Realcomm.
"Through CABA's participation, Realcomm attendees will be exposed to
building technology solutions that will provide their customers with
immense value, and that translate into greater revenue."
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About CABA
The Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA) is a leading
industry association that promotes advanced technologies in homes and
buildings in North America. More information is available at www.caba.org.
About Realcomm
Realcomm is the world's leading conference and exposition on
technology, business solutions, intelligent buildings, and the Internet for
the Commercial Real Estate industry. The annual conference targets the
needs of Commercial Real Estate at all levels including executive,
management, professional and support. Realcomm 2004 will be held June
3-4, 2004 in San Francisco, CA at the Marriott Hotel and Conference
Center. For additional information, please visit www.realcomm.com.
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